
Awaken

 

Your Senses
 

Heavenly Body

LUXURY KESSE

RM 30060 minutes

Be pampered with Turkish bathing style of Kesse scrub, olive soap cleanser and vigorous massage. 
A flow of warm water will finish the treatment for complete renewal.

BAMBOO SCRUB

RM 30060 minutes

A delicious body scrub combining the exfoliation of bamboo powder and sea salts, the sweetness of 
apricot oil, macadamia and shea butter. Enriched with the antioxidant Complexe des 4 Thés® 
(4 Tea Complex), this treatment gives the body a radiance and softness for a visibly smooth skin texture.

DETOXI’TEA WRAP

RM 30060 minutes

The wrap is enriched with detoxifying green tea, firming white tea, stimulating and protective red tea 
“Rooibos”, toning mint leaves and silky powders of purifying rice and white clay. The body is detoxified, 
the skin is toned and smoother, for a real feeling of lightness.

TEA’BERRIES WRAP

RM 30060 minutes

This powerful nourishing body wrap is enriched with Cranberry pulp and seed powder for an anti-ageing 
and moisturizing e�ects, combined with the heating e�ect allows the releasing of actives and enhance their 
penetration into the skin.

AFTER SUN

RM 30060 minutes

A delightfully refreshing treatment that delivers hydrating, balancing and healing properties to any skin. 
Enjoy a relaxing foot massage while your body is wrapped in a cocoon. Shower and complete with a soothing 
and healing application of Aloe Vera gel. 

EARL GREY TEA SCRUB

RM 30060 minutes

This is luxurious Earl Grey Tea enriched with anti-oxidant helps to fight against free radical damage 
from the sun as well as from environmental pollutants. As a final touch, the “Crème Changeante Soyeuse” 
silky cream nourishes the skin intensely, leaving the skin feel smooth and silky.

Spa enhancements are designed to enhance your experiences to be more luxurious. 
No extra time required.

Warm Herbal Poultice 
Head and Scalp Massage
Aromatherapy Face and Scalp Massage
Uplifting Face Massage
Hot / Cold Stone Therapy

RM 67
RM 57
RM 57
RM 57
RM 57

Spa EtiquetteEnhancement

We encourage our guests to schedule their appointments in advance to ensure your preferred 
treatment or therapist is available. Bookings made on the day of service and walk-in appointments 
are always welcome, based upon availability.

RESERVATIONS

Share the gift of priceless serenity with a Heavenly Gift Certificate, to someone you cherish. 
Perfect for any occasion and available for individual treatments, spa or bridal packages in 
predetermined value.

Prior to the start of your service, please tell your therapist the areas you would like to focus
on, and any areas to be avoided. Communication is essential in getting full benefits from your
Heavenly Spa by Westin™ experience.

GIFT CERTIFICATES   

Jalan Pantai Dato’ Syed Omar,
07000 Langkawi,
Malaysia.

T +604.960.8888    F +604.966.3097
www.westinlangkawi.com

THE WESTIN LANGKAWI RESORT & SPA

We require 8-hour notice for changes or cancellations. Please keep in mind that arriving late 
for a service may require us to shorten the length of the treatment with full charges applied 
so as not to inconvenience other guests.

CANCELLATION POLICY

A quick shower just before your massage or treatment is relaxing and washes o� any salts, minerals 
or chemicals that could clog pores when mixed with oils or other treatment products.

SHOWER

It is customary to wear just your robe to your service. You will be given the opportunity to disrobe 
and cover yourself in privacy. Throughout your services, your body will be draped with linens for 
modesty.

TREATMENT ATTIRE

Prior to the start of your service, tell your therapist the areas you would like to focus on, and any 
areas to be avoided during your service, if you feel any discomfort.

For reservation, please call service express.
All spa treatments prices are subject to change without prior notification. Our spa guest assistants 
will assist you with any pricing inquiries you may have at the time of your visit.

Guests must be at least 16 years of age for the use of the locker rooms and spa treatments.
Smoking is prohibited in the Heavenly Spa by Westin™.

We request that all valuables are stored in your room or locker provided for you at the time 
of your service. The Westin Langkawi Resort & Spa and The Heavenly Spa by Westin™ are not 
responsible for lost, stolen or misplaced items.

COMMUNICATION

Heavenly Spa by Westin™ is open from 9am to 12midnight.
ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS
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Heavenly Package

ROYAL

RM 850180 minutes

This ultra-complete VIP ritual o�ers you a real 
journey of the senses. Begin your experience with 
a Foot Bath Ritual followed by the Velve’tea body 
scrub  enriched with bamboo powder and sea 
salts with the sweetness of apricot oil, macadamia 
and shea butter, followed by a cranberry self-
heating body wrap that refreshes your skin.
 
The getaway continues with a scented bath and 
an ultra-relaxing traditional body massage, 
alternating in kneading and smoothing techniques, 
that relaxes and releases muscle tension. The 
exclusive facial gives you a refresh and luminous 
complexion.

WISH

RM 680120 minutes

Skin is smoothed, muscles released and thoughts 
uplifted. Begin with a Foot Bath Ritual followed 
by an aromatic Earl Grey Tea Body Scrub and 
a relaxing Aromatherapy Massage.

DREAM

RM 680120 minutes

A delightful package that will leave you looking 
refreshed and radiant. Begin with a Foot Bath 
Ritual followed by a Bamboo Body Scrub, 
Purifying Body Wrap and Traditional Massage. 

ESCAPE

RM 680120 minutes

This luxurious deeply relaxing and subtle energy-
balancing massage heals the imbalances in the 
body resulting from  bodily stresses and sleep 
deprivation, bringing it to oneness. Accompanied 
with the Bespoke Facial designed to suit your 
individual skin,  helping to soothe and relax both 
body and mind. Removing any sense of lethargy 
and negative energy, allowing for a greater flow 
throughout the body. Escape to a feeling of pure 
balance, relaxed and ready for a restful sleep.

Heavenly Couple

LOVE

RM 1600180 minutes

Heavenly Ayurveda

Immerse in synchronized serenity in the Heavenly Spa journey. This luxurious treatment begins 
with a pleasant Earl Grey Tea Scrub to counteract the e�ects of skin dryness and dry climates. 
A generous layer of Cranberry Wrap enriched with anti-oxidant, is applied all over body before 
being gently wrapped in a cocoon of warmth to help deeply absorb the moisturizing skin 
nourishment. After the wrap, immerse in the sensuous bath, with some Champagne and chocolate, 
complete the journey with Heavenly Signature Massage to improve blood circulation. Be reminded 
of how sacred it truly is spend quiet time together.

HOPE

RM 1600180 minutes

Romantic experience designed to pamper your skin and melt away tension. Spend luxurious time 
together in a relaxing Milk Bath followed by Traditional Massage and Revive Facial. 

GRATITUDE

RM 1200120 minutes

Embrace the moments together for relaxation and an unforgettable experience. Escape the limits 
of time with our exquisite package to rejuvenate your body, mind and spirit. Begin with a Velve’tea 
body scrub enriched with bamboo powder and sea salts with the sweetness of apricot oil, macadamia 
and shea butter, followed by Purifying Body Wrap and the muscle-ease massage to relax and re-energize 
your total sense of well-being.

ABHYANGA

RM 49590 minutes

Light stimulation of the energy body points in Ayurveda helps to release any blockage and tension. 
Recommended for relieving stress, muscle pain, fatigue and headaches. 

TRANQUIL
Surrender yourself to a powerful experience of Ayurveda Treatments. It begins with Ayurveda’s principle 
healing tool and the mother of all massage followed by a gentle oil flow poured onto the third eye on 
your forehead and a final herbal steam bath. An uplifting and inspiring experience. 

Heavenly Massage

SIGNATURE

RM 49590 minutes

Heated compress eases and relaxes the back muscles before a Swedish massage leaving you 
feeling physically rested and mentally uplifted. 

AROMATHERAPY

RM 49590 minutes
RM 39060 minutes

Natural aromatherapy oils combined with classic massage techniques is customized to improve 
health and wellbeing to restore balance to the body.

ROYAL THAI

RM 49590 minutes

Combining acupressure and stretching techniques using fingers, thumbs, elbows, arms and feet. 
The body's internal energy is encouraged to flow more freely to alleviate problematic conditions 
such as lower back pain, arthritis, headaches and stress related conditions. 

AROMA STONE

RM 49590 minutes

Healing through heat is one of the most nurturing ways to experience deep calmness. The sensation 
of warmed stones smoothed across your body seems to e�ortlessly melt away any tension held in the 
body. Lasting benefits include improved sleep, circulation, and relaxation. 

TRADITIONAL FOOT 

RM 39060 minutes

This ancient massage therapy is designed to restore the whole being to balance. As the therapist presses
upon various reflex points on the feet and hands, toxins are released and circulation will improve Emerge 
feeling deeply rested and renewed. 

ULTIMATE MOTHER-TO-BE
This gentle and natural massage helps to ease the stress in the body. Choose from a selection of oils that 
are safely formulated for use during pregnancy to nourish and care for your expanding skin.

TRADITIONAL

RM 49590 minutes
RM 39060 minutes

RM 49590 minutes
RM 39060 minutes

RM 1400 per couple150 minutes
RM 750 per person150 minutes

Heavenly Man

ENERGIZE

RM 54090 minutes

Heavenly Bath

An ideal treatment for the man on the move with all natural ingredients derived from bamboo and 
salt to remove dead skin cells, followed by entire body deep tissue massage to get rid of all stresses 
and sti�ness. Truly an invigorating and energizing experience. 

RENEW

RM 680120 minutes

This deluxe treatment is specially designed to pamper you from head to toe. Experience the pleasures 
of relaxation with this combination of power healing massage followed by a soothing and relaxing 
express facial and blissful foot massage to restore your energy flow.

LUXURIOUS MILK

RM 20030 minutes

Treat your body after the long sun exposure with an enriched milk bath. Formulated with milk whey, 
this bath is an ideal treatment to calm and hydrate your skin. 

AROMATHERAPY SALT
The most cleansing and natural therapeutic bath for detoxifying and pain relieving.

RM 20030 minutes

CHAMPAIGN ROSE
A languishing dip in the steamy tub for two, to inspire romance. Serve with Champagne
canapé and chocolate while in the bath.

RM 38530 minutes

Experience active massage with deeper healing through traditional techniques passed down over 
generations. Designed to help alleviate tired and tense muscles, rebalances the energies.

Heavenly Beauty

BABOR ROSE ENERGY

RM 54090 minutes

The powerful energies of ‘Rose Quartz Crystal’ and ‘mini-Giant’ ampoule aid in re-energizing and
rejuvenating to restore radiance to the skin.

BABOR PERFECTING INFUSION FACIAL

RM 54090 minutes

Plankton-algae extracts detoxify the skin leaving it refresh and revitalized, giving your complexion 
the added boost.

SKINOVAGE

RM 39060 minutes

An innovative and power packed treatment that will protect your skin from premature aging. This
customized facial will directly address all of the skin’s current needs – dry or oily, sensitive or tired.
Our therapist will access the skin type and recommend treatment to address your condition.

SUN KISSED SOOTHER

RM 31060 minutes

An ideal facial after sun exposure by using BABOR SOS Ampoule, gently soothing and smoothing
the skin. Facial is suitable for sensitive skin.

BABOR BOOSTERS ADD ON

Beautiful Eye
Firming Algea Mask
Collagen Biomatrix Mask

RM 100
RM 100
RM 120

BABOR MAN FACIAL

RM 39060 minutes

Specially designed for men, this treatment is to restore hydration and refresh the skin. It works to 
enhance the cleansing and clarifying e�ects to boost energy on the male skin.

Heavenly Nail Care

SPA MANICURE

RM 27580 minutes

The ultimate treatment to treat your hands and nails. Includes nail care, skin exfoliation, a nourishing 
hand mask and gentle massage before applying an immaculate paint finish. 

SPA PEDICURE

RM 27580 minutes

This deluxe treatment includes foot soaked to soothe and soften, then clipped, filed and bu�ed to 
perfection. A foot mask replenishes vital moisture and a massage to deeply relax. An immaculate paint
finish concludes this lavish beauty ritual. 


